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https://youtu.be/kFPbgLXtFCs 
 

Video Analysis Coaching Comments 
Amazing!  You have clearly put the right amount of effort in to learn and develop the 
foundational positions: 

1. The arch to set up the kip,  
2. the swing through the hollow position and into the jumping position, and then  
3. the hip drive using the jumping pattern putting yourself back to the arch position are all 

fully there which is awesome.  
Honestly, that is very rare when I work with people on their kipping pull-ups as they are usually 
missing one of these key positions.  So, now it’s just time to clean up the timing and control a bit 
more to really maximize that power transfer. 
 
To make your C-Kip Pull-ups more efficient, you’ll want to tighten up your line of attack and try 
to minimize the horizontal movement in the kip caused by gravity and lack of shoulder and back 
engagement.  I want you to be in full control of your positions.  

● Start by standing directly under the bar, so when you jump up to it, gravity isn’t already 
pulling your bodyweight forward. 

● To protect the shoulders, but also to be sure we have the proper shoulder and back 
muscles engaged to control the kip, work on engaging your shoulders and creating that 
external torque against the bar.  VIDEO: Engaged Bar Hang 
(https://youtu.be/Y4CxWIzLtjw) 

○ I recommend 3 10-second holds as part of warming up for your skill work. 
● Next, you want to be sure you are in control and that you are centered on the bar, so we 

want to work on your balance in the kip swing.  VIDEO: Hollow to Arch Kip Swings 
(https://youtu.be/RuFgwg1M-5Q). 

○ I recommend 3 sets 5 reps working on: 1) holding the engaged shoulder position 
and 2) being in control of your positions without gravity pulling you from them. 

● After you’ve played around with the Hollow to Arch Kip Swings, play around with pausing 
in the Hollow Position on each rep of the Hollow to Arch Kip Swing.  This pausing is very 
unforgiving, so if you are unable to pause in the Hollow Position (with upper body behind 
the bar and your feet in front of the bar) that means either: 1) Gravity is pulling you 
forward because too much weight has shifted behind the bar or 2) Your shoulders and 
back are not engaged enough to pull your upper body behind the bar.  

https://youtu.be/kFPbgLXtFCs
https://youtu.be/Y4CxWIzLtjw
https://youtu.be/RuFgwg1M-5Q


○ I recommend sets of 5 reps.  Continue playing around with it until you are in 
complete control.  After that, keep practicing until you get 3 sets in a row of 5 
reps during which you feel completely in control.  

● Once you build the control through the bottom of the kipping pull-up, tie it back in to the 
full kipping pull-up. 

● Warning: Track your reps.  The skin of your hands typically starts to get in bad shape 
around the 75 rep mark, so track how many reps you are doing and stop at 75 or just 
stop your practice when the skin of your hands feels like it can’t take any more. 

 

Additional Coaching Support Links 
Full Kipping Pul-up Program: https://movementlink.fit/kipping-pull-up-and-ring-dip-program 
Your MovementLink Analysis Private YouTube Video: https://youtu.be/kFPbgLXtFCs 
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